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A REMARK ON SMITH'S RESULT ON A DIVISOR PROBLEM

IN ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS

KOHJI MATSUMOTO

§ 1. Introduction

Let dk(ή) be the number of the factorizations of n into k positive

numbers. It is known that the following asymptotic formula holds:

Σ dk(ή) = φ{qY'xPk{\og(x)) + Δk(q; r) ,
τι=r(mod q)

where r and q are co-prime integers with 0 < r < q, Pk is a polynomial

of degree k — 1, φ(q) is the Euler function, and Δk(q; r) is the error term.

(See Lavrik [3]).

In 1982, R. A. Smith [5] proved that if (r, q) = 1, then for x ^ q^
k^\

(1.1) Δk(q; r) = Fk(0) + O(xik~1)/(k+1)(log(2x))k~ίdk(q)) ,

where the function Fk(s) is the meromorphic continuation of the Dirichlet

series

2] dk(n)n-s .
nr=r(mod q)

The proof of Smith depends essentially on Deligne's famous work con-

cerning Weil's conjecture [1].

A remaining problem is the estimation of the term Fk(0). In the "Note

added in proof" of [5], Smith announced the estimate Fk(0) < <2̂ (log (q))k,

so the explicit upper bound of Δk(q; r) obtained by Smith is as follows:

(1.2) Δk\q\ Γ) = C/(cp (log \q)) ~h x ( log (.•£%)) ~ dk\Qj)

Furthermore, Smith conjectured that the upper bound of Fk{ϋ) can be

improved to q^k-v + ε for any ε > 0. He said, "I will return to this prob-

lem at another time." But, unfortunately, he suddenly passed away in

March 1983, at forty-six years old.
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In this note we shall prove this conjecture of Smith:

THEOREM. // (q, r) = 1, then for any ε > 0,

Fk(0) = O(^ ( fc"1)+ε) ,

where the O-constant depends only on k and ε.

This result was already proved in 1982, and appeared in [4] in March

1983, without knowing the existence of Smith's paper [5].

Our method also depends on Deligne's work. We shall use Weinstein's

version [7] of Deligne's result, which gives the following sharp estimate

of the "hyper-Kloosterman sum".

LEMMA (Deligne-Weinstein). If we put

S(mu , mk; q) = Σ exp (2πίq'ί(mιaί + + mkak)) ,

then,

S(mu , mk; q) < kHq)q^k-l)(mu mk, qf (mk.u mk, qf ,

where v(q) is the number of distinct prime factors of q, and (α, 6, c) is the

greatest common divisor of a, b and c.

In the next section, we shall prove the Theorem. In Section 3, we

mention briefly further comments concerning the estimation of Δk (q; r).

The author would like to thank Dr. Masao Toyoizumi for some sim-

plifying of the original manuscript. He would also like to thank the

referee for valuable advices.

§ 2. Proof of the Theorem

The function F(s) = Fk(s) is defined as the Dirichlet series

dk(ή)n-s

nsr(mod q)

for s = a + it, a = Re (s) > 1. Then,

F(s) = Σ ( Σ "Γs) ( Σ «r

Σ ««, ?-'«.) C(β, q-'cck) ,

where,
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ζ(s, w) = J
71 = 0

is the Hurwitz zeta-function. The Hurwitz zeta-function can be analyt-
ically continued over whole plane, and holomorphic except at the pole
of order one at s = 1. And, if Re (s) < 0, then

ζ(8, w)= - iΓ(l - s)(2πy-1Σim
s-1\e(mw)e(^-s^ - e(- mw)e(- I s ) } ,

where Γ(s) is the Γ-function, and e(x) = exp (2πix). (See Titchmarsh [6],
Chap. II) Hence, the function F(s) is also meromorphic over whole plane,
holomorphic except at s = 1, and if Re (s) < 0,

X
j = lmj = l I \4 / \ 4

Let £j — ± 1 (1 ^ j ^ k), and E(εu , εk) be the number of j such that
ε, = — 1. Then,

F(s) = q~ks(- iΓ(l - s)(2π)s-1)k Σ ( - l)*( i. . *>

X e ( - i ( e i + ••• + ^ ) S ) Σ I W S - 1 ^ Σ ui<a Σak<q

X eig-^ej/nj^! + + εkmkak)) .

Now we assume (g, r) = 1, and estimate the right-hand side by Deligne-
Weinstein's lemma. Let af be the unique solution of the congruence
aάaf Ξ 1 (mod g), 1 ^ af ^ g. Then, αrfc = αrf af^ r, so the last sum of
the right-hand side is S(είmu , εk.ιmk^u εkmkr; g). Using Weinstein's
estimate and Stirling's formula, we have

F(s) < ((1 -
(2.1)

X Σ u00'1 Σ k^q^-^im,, mkr, qf- (mk-l9 mkr,«

for s = σ0 + it, σ0 < 0.
Let

Then,

\%(u)\ ^ Σ ( m i * * φ mfc-ι> Q.k~ιy* < we(w, g*"1)^ .
•'mfc = u
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So,

Hence, by

Σ|Z(«)|

partial

«u<£(u

summation

i
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$ <ζ Uε Σ

ιZ(u) < qε .

Also, since v(q) < log (g)/log log(g), we have kυiq) < ςε. Substituting these

estimates in (2.1), we have (for σ0 = Re (s) < 0)

(2.2)

Now, let

/(β) = F(s) - dk(a)a~s ,

where a = r (mod g) and 0 < a < q. Then, for s = σ0 + ίί,

(2.3) /(«) < (1 + \t\γi-°^a~°»q^k-l)-a»\aqy .

Next, it is easily shown that for Re (s) = σt > 1,

(2.4) /(*) « qr—* .

Now we introduce the function

~f(s)=f(s)-M(s),

where M(s) is the meromorphic part of F(s) at s = 1. Smith [5] showed

that M(s) has the same meromorphic part as the function Φk(s; q)ζk(s),

where the definition of Φk(s; q) is as follows:

a\q

here μ(d) is the Mobius function.

Smith ([5], p. 263) proved that Φk(s; q) has the Taylor expansion

oo

71 = 0

at s = 1, where the coefficients Cx{n; q) satisfy the following estimates:

nl din; q) < g-X

So we can easily show that M(s) satisfies the estimate
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(2.5) M^Cg-Xloglog^g))*- 1

in the range {\s — 1| >̂ ε/2}. Hence, f(s) satisfies the same estimates as

(2.3) and (2.4), if σ1 — 1 is sufficiently small.

Applying the Phragmen-Lindelδf principle to the holomorphic function

f(s), we can deduce from (2.3) and (2.4) the following estimate of /(s), for

σQ ^ a = Re (s) <^ σ1:

f(s) < (1 + \t\y^-aQ)kiσi~σ)/iσί~<Io) a~σo(σi~σ)/{σi~σo)

yζ Q((k(k-l)~σok)(.σ1-σ)-σ1(.σ-σ(i))/(σi-σo)

If we substitute the values σι = 1 + jε, σ0 — — |ε and s = 0 in (2.6), we

get

This result with (2.5) completes the proof of the theorem.

§ 3. Remarks on some estimations of Δk

Heath-Brown [2] handled the Dirichlet series F2(s)} and got an esti-

mate of J2(q; r). A generalization of Heath-Brown's argument leads to the

following estimate ([4]): If (q, r) = 1 and x ^ qk(k+1\ then for any ε > 0,

(3.1) Jk(q; r) = O(xfc/(fc+2) + ε<r1/(fc+2) + ε) .

This result improves Smith's estimate (1.2) in the range q^k+1) <Ξ x <

Now, using the estimate of our theorem, the result (1.1) leads to the

estimate

(3.2) Jk(q; r) = O(q^k~1) + ε + x w w (log (2x)y-ίdk(q))

instead of (1.2), and this is sharper than (3.1) for any x I> q^k + 1\ (We

note here that better estimates are known for some special values of k

such as k — 4. For general k, however, results as sharp as the estimate

(3.2) seem to be not known before.)

Our theorem is a direct consequence of Deligne-Weinstein's lemma,

so it seems difficult to improve the result (3.2) by the method of this

paper. On the other hand, there is a possibility to improve the estimate

(3.1), if we can refine the generalization of Heath-Brown's argument [2].

Such a result will improve the estimate of Jk(q; r) for some range of x.
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